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Welcome, welcome to CARAVAL, Stephanie Garber’s enchanting, NEW YORK TIMES
bestselling fantasy debut about two sisters swept up in a mysterious competition filled with
magic, heartbreak, and dangerScarlett has never left the tiny island where she and her beloved
sister, Tella, live with their powerful and cruel father. Now Scarlett’s father has arranged a
marriage for her, and Scarlett thinks her dreams of seeing Caraval, the far-away, once-a-year
performance where the audience participates in the show, are over.But this year, Scarlett's long-
dreamt-of invitation finally arrives. With the help of a mysterious sailor, Tella whisks Scarlett away
to attend. Only, as soon as they arrive, Tella is kidnapped by Caraval’s mastermind organizer,
Legend. It turns out that this season's Caraval revolves around Tella, and whoever finds her first
is the winner.Scarlett has been told that everything that happens during Caraval is only an
elaborate performance. But whether Caraval is real or not, she must find Tella before the five
nights of the game are over, and her sister disappears forever.Continue the adventure in
Legendary and Finale―out now!

NEW YORK TIMES bestseller#1 Indie Next PickPUBLISHERS WEEKLY Flying StartALA’s Best
Fiction for Young Adults ListYALSA Teens’ Top 10 PickTEEN VOGUE Best YA Book of the
Year“Impressive, original, wondrous.” ―USA TODAY“A spellbinding tale of love, loss, and hope.”
―PUBLISHERS WEEKLY, starred review“A twisty, terrifically fun page-turner perfect for fans of
THE NIGHT CIRCUS, STARDUST, and THE HUNGER GAMES.” ―SLJ“THE HUNGER GAMES
meets THE NIGHT CIRCUS in this tale of two sisters enmeshed in a deadly game.”
―ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY (Top 10 YA Novel of the Year)“I lost myself in this world and never
wanted to come out.” ―Sabaa Tahir“Beautifully written.” ―Renée Ahdieh“Shimmers with magic.”
―Marie Rutkoski“Like stepping into a living dream.” ―Stacey LeeAbout the AuthorStephanie
Garber is the #1 New York Times and internationally bestselling author of Once Upon a Broken
Heart, The Ballad of Never After, and the Caraval trilogy. Her books have been translated into
thirty languages.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.CaravalBy Stephanie
GarberFlatiron BooksContentsTitle Page,Copyright Notice,Dedication,Map,Isle of Trisda,The
Night of Caraval Eve,Night One of Caraval,Night Two of Caraval,Day Four of Caraval,Night Four
of Caraval,Night Five, the Last Night of Caraval,The Day After
Caraval,Epilogue,Acknowledgments,About the Author,Copyright,CHAPTER 1It took seven years
to get the letter right.Year 50, Elantine DynastyDear Mister Caraval Master,My name is Scarlett,
but I'm writing this letter for my sister, Donatella. It's going to be her birthday soon and she would
very much like to see you and your amazing Caraval players. Her birthday is the 37th day of the
Growing Season and it would be the most wonderfulest birthday ever if you came.Most
hopefully, Scarlett, from the Conquered Isle of TrisdaYear 51, Elantine DynastyDear Mister



Caraval Master,It's Scarlett again. Did you get my last letter? This year my sister says she's too
old to celebrate birthdays, but I think she's just upset you never came to Trisda. This Growing
Season she'll be ten and I'll be eleven. She won't admit it but she'd still very much like to see you
and your wondrous Caraval players.Most hopefully, Scarlett, from the Conquered Isle of
TrisdaYear 52, Elantine DynastyDear Caraval Master Legend,I'm sorry I got your name wrong in
those other letters. I hope that's not why you haven't come to Trisda. My little sister's birthday
wasn't the only reason I've wanted you to bring your amazing Caraval players here, I'd love to
see them too.Sorry this letter is short, my father will be angry if he catches me writing to
you.Most hopefully, Scarlett, from the Conquered Isle of TrisdaYear 52, Elantine DynastyDear
Caraval Master Legend,I just heard the news and I wanted to send my condolences. Even
though you still haven't come to Trisda or responded to any of my letters, I know you're not a
murderer. I was very sorry to hear you won't be traveling for a while.Most kindly, Scarlett, from
the Conquered Isle of TrisdaYear 55, Elantine DynastyDear Master Legend,Do you remember
me, Scarlett, from the Conquered Isle of Trisda? I know it's been a few years since I wrote. I
heard you and your players have started performing again. My sister told me you never visit the
same place twice, but a lot has changed since you visited here fifty years ago, and I truly don't
believe anyone would like to see one of your performances more than I would.Most hopefully,
ScarlettYear 56, Elantine DynastyDear Master Legend,I heard you visited the capital of the
Southern Empire last year and changed the color of the sky. Is that true? I actually tried
attending with my sister, but we're not supposed to leave Trisda. Sometimes I believe I'll never go
farther than the Conquered Isles. I suppose that's why I've wanted you and your players to come
here so badly. It's probably futile to ask again, but I do hope you'll consider coming.Most
hopefully, Scarlett, from the Conquered Isle of TrisdaYear 57, Elantine DynastyDear Master
Legend,This will be my final letter. I'm going to be married soon. So it's probably best you and
your players don't come to Trisda this year.Scarlett DragnaYear 57, Elantine DynastyDear
Scarlett Dragna, from the Conquered Isle of Trisda —Congratulations on your upcoming
nuptials. I am sorry I cannot bring my players to Trisda. We're not traveling this year. Our next
performance is by invitation only, but I would look forward to meeting you and your fiancé if you
could find a way to leave your isle and join us.Please accept the enclosed as a gift.From the pen
of Caraval Master LegendCHAPTER 2Scarlett's feelings came in colors even brighter than
usual. The urgent red of burning coals. The eager green of new grass buds. The frenzied yellow
of a flapping bird's feathers.He'd finally written back.She read the letter again. Then again. And
again. Her eyes took in each sharp stroke of ink, every waxy curve of the Caraval master's silver
crest — a sun with a star inside and a teardrop inside of the star. The same seal was
watermarked onto the enclosed slips of paper.This was no prank."Donatella!" Scarlett plunged
down the steps into the barrel room in search of her younger sister. The familiar scents of
molasses and oak snaked up her nose, but her scoundrel of a sibling was nowhere to be
found."Tella — where are you?" Oil lamps cast an amber glow over bottles of rum and several
freshly filled wooden barrels. Scarlett heard a moan as she moved past, and she caught bits of



heavy breathing as well. After her latest battle with their father, Tella had probably drunk too
much, and now dozed somewhere on the floor. "Dona —"She choked on the last half of her
sister's name."Hullo, Scar."Tella flashed Scarlett a sloppy grin, all white teeth and swollen lips.
Her honey-blond curls were a mess as well, and her shawl had fallen to the floor. But it was the
sight of the young sailor, with his hands wrapped around Tella's waist, that made Scarlett stutter,
"Did I interrupt something?""Nothing we can't start up again." The sailor spoke with a lilting
Southern Empire accent, far smoother-sounding than the sharp Meridian Empire tongues
Scarlett was accustomed to.Tella giggled, but at least she had the grace to blush a little. "Scar,
you know Julian, right?""Lovely seeing you, Scarlett." Julian smiled, as cool and seductive as a
slice of shade in the Hot Season.Scarlett knew the polite response would be something along
the lines of "Good to see you, too." But all she could think about were his hands, still coiled
around Tella's periwinkle skirts, playing with the tassels on her bustle, as if she were a parcel he
couldn't wait to unwrap.Julian had only been on the isle of Trisda about a month. When he'd
swaggered off his ship, tall and handsome, with golden-brown skin, he'd drawn almost every
woman's eye. Even Scarlett's head had turned briefly, but she'd known better than to look any
longer."Tella, mind if I pull you away for a moment?" Scarlett managed to nod politely at Julian,
but the instant they'd woven through enough barrels to be out of his hearing she said, "What are
you doing?""Scar, you're getting married; I would think you'd be aware of what occurs between a
man and a woman." Tella nudged her sister's shoulder playfully."That's not what I'm talking
about. You know what will happen if Father catches you.""Which is why I don't plan on getting
caught.""Please be serious," Scarlett said."I am being serious. If Father catches us, I'll just find a
way to blame it on you." Tella gave a tart smile. "But I don't think you came down here to talk
about that." Her eyes dropped to the letter in Scarlett's hands.The hazy glow of a lantern caught
the metallic edges of the paper, making them blaze a shimmery gold, the color of magic and
wishes and promises of things to come. The address on the envelope lit up with equal
luster.Miss Scarlett Dragna Care of the priests' confessional Trisda Conquered Isles of the
Meridian EmpireTella's eyes sharpened as she took in the radiant script. Scarlett's sister had
always liked beautiful things, like the young man still waiting for her behind the barrels. Often, if
Scarlett lost one of her prettier possessions, she could find it tucked away in her younger sister's
room.But Tella didn't reach out to take this note. Her hands remained at her sides, as if she
wanted nothing to do with it. "Is this another letter from the count?" She spat out the title as if he
were the devil.Scarlett considered defending her fiancé, but her sister had already clearly
expressed her thoughts on Scarlett's engagement. It made no difference that arranged
marriages were very much in fashion throughout the rest of the Meridian Empire, or that for
months the count had faithfully sent Scarlett the kindest letters; Tella refused to understand how
Scarlett could marry someone she'd never met in person. But wedding a man she'd never seen
frightened Scarlett far less than the thought of staying on Trisda."Well," Tella pressed, "are you
going to tell me what it is, then?""It's not from the count." Scarlett spoke quietly, not wanting
Tella's sailor friend to overhear. "It's from the master of Caraval.""He wrote you back?" Tella



snatched the note. "God's teeth!""Shhh!" Scarlett pushed her sister back toward the barrels.
"Someone might hear you.""Am I not allowed to celebrate now?" Tella retrieved the three slips of
paper hidden within the invite. Lamplight caught their water seals. For a moment they glowed
gold, like the edges of the letter, before shifting to a dangerous shade of bloody crimson."Do you
see that?" Tella gasped as swirls of silver letters materialized across the page, slowly dancing
into words: Admit One: Donatella Dragna, of the Conquered Isles.Scarlett's name appeared on
the other.The third only contained the words Admit One. Like the other invites, this was printed
above the name of an isle she'd never heard of: Isla de los Sueños.Scarlett imagined this
nameless invitation was meant for her fiancé, and for a moment she thought of how romantic it
could be to experience Caraval with him once they were married."Oh, look, there's more!" Tella
squealed as new lines of script appeared on the tickets.To be used once, to gain entrance into
Caraval.Main gates close at midnight, on the thirteenth day of the Growing Season, during the
57th year of the Elantine Dynasty. Anyone who arrives later than this will not be able to
participate in the game, or win this year's prize of one wish."That's only three days away,"
Scarlett said, the bright colors she'd felt before turning to her usual dull shades of gray
disappointment. She should have known better than to think, even for a moment, that this could
work out. Maybe if Caraval were in three months, or even three weeks — sometime after she
was married. Scarlett's father had been secretive about the exact date of her wedding, but she
knew it would not be in less than three days. Leaving before then would be impossible — and far
too dangerous."But look at this year's prize," said Tella. "A wish.""I thought you didn't believe in
wishes.""And I thought you'd be happier about this," Tella said. "You know people would kill to
get their hands on these?""Did you not see the part where he said we need to leave the isle?"
No matter how badly Scarlett longed to go to Caraval, she needed to get married even more. "To
make it in three days, we'd probably have to leave tomorrow.""Why do you think I'm so excited?"
The glimmer in Tella's eyes grew brighter; when she was happy, the world turned shimmery,
making Scarlett want to beam along with her and say yes to whatever her sister desired. But
Scarlett had learned too well how treacherous it was to hope in something as illusive as a
wish.Scarlett sharpened her voice, hating herself for being the one to crush her sister's joy, but
better she than someone who would destroy even more than that. "Were you also drinking rum
down here? Have you forgotten what Father did the last time we tried to leave Trisda?"Tella
flinched. For a moment she looked like the fragile girl she pretended so hard not to be. Then, just
as quickly, her expression changed, pink lips curving once again, shifting from broken to
unbreakable. "That was two years ago; we're smarter now.""We also have more to lose," Scarlett
insisted.It was easier for Tella to brush aside what had happened when they'd attempted to go to
Caraval before. Scarlett had never told her sister the entirety of what their father had done as
retribution; she'd not wanted Tella to live in that much fear, to constantly look over her shoulder,
to know there were worse things than their father's standard forms of punishment."Don't tell me
this is because you're afraid it will interfere with your wedding." Tella gripped the tickets
tighter."Stop." Scarlett grabbed them back. "You're going to crinkle their edges.""And you're



avoiding my question, Scarlett. Is this about your wedding?""Of course not. It's about not being
able to get off the island tomorrow. We don't even know where this other place is. I've never
heard of Isla de los Sueños but I know it's not one of the Conquered Isles.""I know where it is."
Julian stepped out from behind several rum barrels, flashing a smile that said he'd make no
apologies for listening in on a private conversation."This doesn't concern you." Scarlett waved
him away with her hand.Julian looked at her strangely, as if a girl had never dismissed him. "I'm
only trying to help. You've never heard of this isle because it's not part of the Meridian Empire. It's
not ruled by any of the five Empires. Isla de los Sueños is Legend's private isle, only about two
days' journey, and if you want to go there I can smuggle you onto my ship, for a price." Julian
eyed the third ticket. Thick lashes lined his light brown eyes, just made for convincing girls to lift
their skirts and open their arms.Tella's words about people who'd kill for the tickets echoed in
Scarlett's mind. Julian might have had a charming face, but he also had that Southern Empire
accent, and everyone knew the Southern Empire was a lawless place."No," Scarlett said. "It's
too dangerous if we get caught.""Everything we do is dangerous. We'll be in trouble if we get
caught down here with a boy," Tella said.Julian looked offended at being referred to as a boy, but
Tella went on before he could argue. "Nothing we do is safe. But this is worth the risk. You've
waited your whole life for this, wished on every fallen star, prayed as every ship came into port
that it would be that magical one carrying the mysterious Caraval performers. You want this even
more than I do."Whatever you've heard about Caraval, it doesn't compare to the reality. It's more
than just a game or a performance. It's the closest you'll ever find to magic in this world. Her
grandmother's words played in Scarlett's head as she looked at the slips of paper in her hands.
The Caraval stories she adored as a young girl never felt more real than they did in that moment.
Scarlett always saw flashes of color attached to her strongest emotions, and for an instant
goldenrod desire lit up inside her. Briefly, Scarlett let herself imagine what it would be like to go
to Legend's private isle, to play the game and win the wish. Freedom. Choices. Wonder. Magic.A
beautiful, ridiculous fantasy.And it was best to keep it that way. Wishes were about as real as
unicorns. When she was younger Scarlett had believed her nana's stories about Caraval's
magic, but as she'd grown, she'd left those fairy tales behind. She'd never seen any proof that
magic existed. Now it seemed far more likely that her nana's tales were the exaggerations of an
old woman.A part of Scarlett still desperately wanted to experience the splendor of Caraval, but
she knew better than to believe its magic would change her life. The only person capable of
giving Scarlett or her sister a brand-new life was Scarlett's fiancé, the count.Now that they were
no longer held up to the lamplight, the script on the tickets had vanished and they looked almost
ordinary again. "Tella, we can't. It's too risky; if we try to leave the isle —" Scarlett broke off as the
stairs to the barrel room creaked. The heavy tread of boots followed. At least three sets.Scarlett
shot a panicked look at her sister.Tella cursed and quickly made a motion for Julian to
hide."Don't disappear on my account." Governor Dragna finished his descent, the sharp odor of
his heavily perfumed suit spoiling the pungent scents of the barrel room.Quickly, Scarlett shoved
the letters into her dress pocket.Behind her father, three guards followed his every step."I don't



believe we've met." Ignoring his daughters, Governor Dragna reached a gloved hand toward
Julian. He wore his plum-colored gloves, the shade of dark bruises and power.But at least he still
had the gloves on. The picture of civility, Governor Dragna liked to dress impeccably, in a tailored
black frock coat and striped purple waistcoat. He was in his mid-forties but he'd not let his body
turn to fat like other men. Keeping with the latest fashion, he kept his blond hair tied back with a
neat black bow, showing off his manicured eyebrows and dark blond goatee.Julian was taller,
yet the governor still managed to look down upon him. Scarlett could see her father appraising
the sailor's patched brown coat, and his loose breeches tucked into scuffed, knee-high boots.It
said much about Julian's confidence that he didn't hesitate before offering the governor his own,
ungloved hand. "Good to meet you, sir. Julian Marrero.""Governor Marcello Dragna." The men
shook hands. Julian attempted to pull away, but the governor held on tight. "Julian, you must not
be from this isle?"This time, Julian did hesitate. "No, sir, I'm a sailor. First mate of El Beso
Dorado.""So, you're only passing through." The governor smiled. "We like sailors here. It helps
our economy. People are willing to pay a lot to dock here, and they spend more money while
they visit. Now, tell me, what did you think of my rum?" He waved his free hand around the barrel
room. "I imagine that's what you were down here tasting?"(Continues...)Excerpted from Caraval
by Stephanie Garber. Copyright © 2017 Stephanie Garber. Excerpted by permission of Flatiron
Books.All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without
permission in writing from the publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the
personal use of visitors to this web site.Read more
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Nenia Campbell, “Self-indulgent and surprisingly fun. So I've known about CARAVAL for a while
but for some reason it had migrated into the "do not read" section of my brain because it was
getting hyped up alongside books I didn't like and a lot of my friends whose opinions I usually
trust had given it negative reviews. When the entire series went on sale recently, though, I was
intrigued. Even though books about circuses and performers usually aren't my things, it was
giving off Labyrinth/The Forbidden Game vibes, and hot and dangerous guys forcing women to
play lethal puzzle games is apparently my kink, so I was like OKAY YES I WILL DO IT FOR THE
VIBES.I actually ended up really, really enjoying CARAVAL, and part of that enjoyment was
because of the reasons so many people hated it. The purple prose-- while cheesy at times, was
incredibly evocative and had some really compelling imagery that I felt lent a lot to the fantasy
setting. The endless parade of hot boys and fan service-- also yes, but it had the self-indulgent
steaminess of a 90s Zebra romance, where even though it's so over the top that you half-expect
to see a Fabio in a puffy shirt gracing the book jacket somewhere, it also offers fan service from
the female gaze, a truckload of pretty dresses, and some pretty solid romance.And honestly, I
love a good fantasy romance. I grew up with authors like Gail Carson Levine, Vivian Vande
Velde, and Diana Wynne Jones, and in the age of the Triple Barrelled Fantasy Women's
Canon™, the kidlit crew knew that what girls wanted to read was girls going out into the world,
kicking butt and maybe also falling in love. I feel like a lot of fantasy authors try to capture that
same magic these days, but they either go too dry and don't have any romance because they're
trying to be Taken More Seriously™, or they go full ham on the romance, to the point where they
kind of forget about what makes fantasy so much fun in the first place: the immersion and the
wonder and the adventure.The plot of CARAVAL is, at heart, pretty simple. Scarlett and
Donatella live on a colonized island in a world where everything, inexplicably, has Spanish
names. And side note: I found it hilarious that everything had Spanish names because (FUN
FACT), I speak Spanish, and some of the translations were interesting. Like Castillo Maldito
(which can be interpreted several ways, one of which is incredibly funny), or Del Ojos Beach,
which should just be Playa Del Ojos probably. ANYWAY, everything is Spanish and life in
Spanishland sucks. Because the girls' father is super abusive, in a way that is actually probably
going to be triggering for a lot of people. Scarlett is in an arranged marriage with a man she has
never met, and she's hoping to use him to take her and her sister away forever. But fate yields
other plans: specifically, in the form of three magical tickets to Caraval, a traveling circus/carnival
where people have to basically complete an obstacle course to win a prize.Knowing their father
will be furious if she goes, Scarlett intends on getting rid of the tickets and sticking with the
marriage, because she is boring and safe and predictable. But Donatella is an impulsive, selfish
jerk, and her plan involves kidnapping her sister and forcing her to go to Carnival Island. Only
that doesn't really go that well-- because GUESS WHAT. Donatella is the prize of this year's
obstacle course, and Scarlett has to find her to win. And if she doesn't find her, bad things might



happen. What is real? What is the Matrix? What is Inception? WHAT IS CARAVAL? Also, there's
a hot but potentially dangerous sailor named Julian to help her on her quest, and in addition to
Julian "Why Can't My Shirt Stay On For More Than Five Minutes™" McSailor, there's about four
or five other hot but potentially dangerous hot guys, who will either help or hinder with their
hotness. Woohoo.I actually liked the world-building a lot. I felt like it had the same fun-with-a-
dark-underside vibes as things like Coraline or MirrorMask. I actually wish it had been just a little
more sinister and fantastical, but for what it was, I thought it was a lot of fun. I did not see THE
MAGIC CIRCUS similarities at all. Labyrinth, yes. Forbidden Game, yes (I mean the hero's name
is even Julian). It was even a little reminiscent of WHAT DREAMS DESCEND, although that was
a book I really had to struggle through and they had roughly the same page count. Without
spoilers, I will agree that the last 20% of the book and especially the last 10% were a little "what,
huh?" It felt like the author really scrambled to wrap the book up in a risk-free way, but it didn't
really work. The prologue is also clear sequel-baiting, which is not a big deal to me since I
already own the full trilogy, but I bet it was frustrating to get through 400+ pages of book when
this first came out and still have the majority of one's questions either not answered, or deflected
in a way that it basically felt like the same thing.But despite all that, I DID enjoy the book-- a lot.
And I am definitely going to be reading those sequels. There are a lot of YA adaptations where
I'm like, "Why did this need to be on the big screen?" But a movie of this book, I would actually
watch and probably really enjoy. Because I love trash.4 to 4.5 out of 5 stars”

Nikita Navalkar, “Whimsical and vicious. The only way to describe this book, and the world
Garber has created, is according to me, whimsical and vicious. It’s like living in a fairytale, or the
dream of one that can quickly morph into a nightmare where you’re being chased by demons
(not the good kind) and struck by disaster. And you’re in so deep you can’t tell what is real and
what isn’t. Really, I finished the book but I still couldn’t tell you exactly what was real or not.This
makes for a dreamy, eerie reading experience where your head feels like it’s buzzing on bubbly,
but you had a little too much. The drawback though is, you don’t really get to know any character
other than Scarlett too well, everyone else is an enigma wrapped in a puzzle. This is a book
foremost about the bond of sisterhood between Scarlett and Tella forged of blood and
heightened by shared trauma, but until the last page you can’t tell who the protagonist is.
Scarlett? Tella? Legend? All of the above. Is Scarlett’s story over? Idk idk. Let me not even get
started on Julian. Do we know him at all? Luckily YA fantasy has taught me to trust nothing so I
was on tenterhooks the whole time with the more trust issues than even Scarlett.None of this is
necessarily a criticism about the book, see I’m also talking in riddles now. I’m not gonna lie, I
wasn’t as invested as I’d want until about quarter of the book, but then Ms Garber sucked me in
with her conundrums and puzzles and mysterious boys and sketchy villains. And the writing is
lyrical and fanciful to match the story. And now I need to know the rest of the story.”

Lost Adventuress, “"Lovely, Dark, and Deep". “Lovely, dark, and deep,” from Frost’s poem about



the woods, are words that can also describe Stephanie Garber’s unique Caraval. Although fixed
firmly in the YA lit category due to the ages of its female protagonists and the occasional
teenage-girl-fantasy descriptions of the impossibly handsome Julian, Caraval is a far more
sophisticated option than the average YA gothic romance. Thankfully, both vampires and
werewolves are absent from the world of Caraval, and the magic of the story was both minimal
and creative. Scarlett, the overly-cautious heroine, is given a magical gown that reinvents itself
every day, and her hotel room expands into a suite, but mostly the significant magic is saved for
the surprise ending.Vaguely reminiscent of The Hunger Games and The Night Circus, Caraval is
a massive game that is held by invitation only on a magical isle. The Caravel game is unique,
however: it’s something like an enormous magical dinner theater in which the players are
enveloped for several days. One of the most interesting aspects of the book is how it plays with
reality. What is real? What is merely part of the game? Whom can you trust? What are the
consequences for choosing the wrong door, failing to be home before sunrise, or trusting your
senses instead of the game clues? Scarlett and her sister Donatella are whisked away from their
abusive father by a handsome sailor and brought to the island where Caravel takes place, but
when Scarlett awakens on a raft near the island, she finds that Tella has been kidnapped and it
is up to Scarlett to rescue her, with the no-so-convenient aid of the handsome sailor Julien.The
world of Caraval enchants and delights, but not quite in a Harry Potter sort of way: a carousel of
roses spins faster and faster when the carousel-master sings songs, otherworldly pastries are
available on street corners, and the past and future appear on the pages in a book of paintings,
but there are dark edges to the magic. A dress in a shop costs a few days of Scarlett’s life, but
(mild spoiler warning) life days can be exchanged in a manner almost reminiscent of the video
game life-trading in the 2017 version of Jumanji. The dark elements in the book involve abuse,
dismemberment, and murder, but I think that on average nothing is so graphic that it would
sicken sensitive readers. The overly-cautious heroine from an abusive family endures some
harrowing experiences, but perseveres with courage and determination. She is, in fact, one of
my favorite literary females of all time, and one of my favorite things about the novel. In my
opinion, it’s extremely difficult to write a good action novel heroine. Katniss was too much of a
tomboy for my taste, as was Tris from Divergent. Meaning no disrespect to Stephanie Meyer,
who has made infinitely more money than I have as a writer, Bella from Twilight was just boring.
But Scarlett could be me. That, of course, is why I connect with her character so strongly, but
more than that, I think she’s a finely-drawn portrait of an older sister who has endured far more
than she should have had to in her young life and as a result has developed some particular
anxieties about her sister and getting into trouble. For comparison, I enjoyed this book more than
The Night Circus, although that novel had more literary polish. I never really connected with any
of The Night Circus characters, and the plot of that novel, in my opinion, was not as interesting
as that of Caraval.There are two major difficulties I had with this book that prevented me from
giving it five stars. The first is the ending, which uses magic to cheat fate in a happy but rather
predictable way. That’s not horrible, but it’s not entirely great, either. Far more serious, though, is



the fact that the hero of this novel, like the Beast from the Disney story, is a scary manipulator
who turns out (spoiler warning) to have a heart of gold in the end. Or, in this case, whose heart
seems to be turning into gold by the end. The problem I have with this is that I married one of
these guys—a lying manipulator—and I thought it would be ok because I love fairy tales like this
one and he, too, seemed to have a heart of gold beneath the grime. But in real life, unfortunately,
lying manipulators tend to be just that, and they (usually?) don’t improve if you just give them
love. In fact, in real life, such people often to take even further advantage of you if they think that
you’ll just react by trying harder to love them. So in real life, naïve girls like Scarlett and I should
stay very far away from guys like Julien. That being said, as long as the reader is well aware of
this truth (real life bad boys generally can’t and shouldn’t be trusted) , the novel is highly
entertaining and even deeply meaningful, as Scarlett tries desperately to break free from the
abuse of her childhood, find her true nature, and rescue her sister.What would Keats and
Aristotle say? Great beauty of characters and plot. Some rather silly teenage swoon moments
that mar the canvas a little, and one significant disturbing element plus the predictable ending,
so pretty good for beauty and ok for truth as far as a YA novel is likely to go. With caveats, highly
recommended.”

Lorraine - Geeky Galaxy, “A Fun and Intriguing Start to the Series. This book had me hooked
from the first page to the last. With a story full of twists and turns and loveable characters, it’s a
book I wasn’t expecting much from but got way more than I bargained for.The WorldIf you don’t
like metaphors and interesting, sometimes eccentric description, this book isn’t for you. Me, I
enjoyed it. Some reviewers have commented on things like “how can you taste midnight?” but I
get it. It’s not so much taste midnight, it’s the all-around experience of it. If you take everything
you read literally, this book won’t be for you. Scarlett also had an ability, similar to synesthesia,
but with a more magical, empath-like twist, where she could experience her emotion in the form
of colours, and it was interesting to read what colour combination matched the emotion.The
broader world was a tad tropey, but not so much that I didn’t enjoy it. Part of me wants to know
more about the world as a whole, part of me thinks everything is about the setting of Caraval,
and the point is the rest of the world is supposed to fall away until Caraval is everything. At least
for a few days.I don’t even know where to begin here. This is almost a story told from the point of
view of an unreliable narrator, but it’s not really her fault. Anything and everything the characters
experiences could be completely fake or it could be real, and it’s nigh on impossible to know
which is which. And just when you think you’ve figured it out, and there can’t be another twist
you’re not prepared for, something will hit you. Sometimes books like this annoy me. The twists
seem random or not thought out. Caraval was different though. Caraval seemed well thought out.
Nothing was there without a purpose and the author had a way of telling the story that drew you
in so you experienced everything right along with Scarlett.There was one problem with
experiencing things along with the main character though, you’re left out of the loop a lot. The
magic system is… magic? These systems are supposed to have limits that are defined. If not,



what’s the point? Anyone can do anything and it’s all ok? I’m hoping this is explained more in
future books otherwise the stakes might seem less concerning if someone can click their fingers
and undo all the bad that’s happened.ScarlettScarlett is the main character, whose point of view
we experience Caraval. In the beginning, she was mildly annoying, a weak female character who
I wanted to give a nudge to fight for herself. But that’s where we get the growth. Once she gets
over herself at the start of the book, she becomes a character I enjoyed reading about, and one I
could eventually cheer for. Her personality could’ve been more in-depth, with more story than a
missing mother and abusive father, but overall, she was just about good enough to carry the
story. I can only hope she grows more and is fleshed out better in further books.JulianThe
somewhat predictable love interest, but still my favourite character in this book. After all, without
Julian, where would Scarlett be? Dead, probably! Julian is an enigmatic character. I’m not sure
we ever find out who he is for 100% certain, but that’s one of the reasons I actually like him. His
story is clearly complicated, but he’s likeable and I was rooting for Julian
throughout.DonatellaDonatella is Scarlett’s younger, more irresponsible and out of control sister.
Although I think there’s a secret heart of gold hidden under the insecurity and madness. The
whole plot is centered around her, but you don’t get to actually see much of her. Scarlett clearly
cares deeply for her, though, and it sounds like she’s important for future books, so I’ll be
interested in reading more about her.Would I read it again? If I didn’t have thousands of other
books on my list, sure. This isn’t one of those I’d pick up as a “comfort read” though.Will I be
picking up the next in the series? Yeah, eventually. I’m great at starting series and never finishing
them. I’ll get on it eventually.Would I recommend it? If you like a lot of metaphors, a little bit of
romance and a magical setting, you should definitely give this one a go.Is it going on my
favourites shelf? Not quite. I enjoyed it, but not at that level.”

The book by Stephanie Garber has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 7,872 people have provided
feedback.
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